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The GivingLarge Report summarises
groundbreaking research into the
considerable contributions currently
being made to the community by
some of Australia's top companies

The research conducted annually by Strive Philanthropy analyses the
publicly available reports of Australia’s largest companies, compiling
their community investment statistics to develop a unique data set
aimed to draw attention to corporate Australia’s efforts in this area
Collaboration with Australian Financial Review Boss
The Australian Financial Review partner with Strive Philanthropy
and John McLeod from JB Were’s Philanthropic services to
produce an annual review of Australia’s Top Corporate Givers.
GivingLarge data is used as a leading source for the list and
feature coverage. The methods used to develop the final AFR list
differ to those used in our GivingLarge research, and so result in a
marginally different list of top companies. The varied methods
used in the Boss feature coverage allow for the inclusion of
privately disclosed data from several privately owned
organisations operating in Australia. Both lists are published
within this report and further detail given on page 38-39
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Foreword
Jack Heath
Chief Executive Officer
Philanthropy Australia
The challenges of the past two years have made life incredibly difficult for many Australians,
exacerbating wealth inequality in our society. Responses to that inequality are many and varied
but what we have seen is the very welcome engagement of the nation’s corporate citizens in
providing support to those doing it tough, through a variety of philanthropic initiatives.
Thanks to the annual GivingLarge report, we now have a reliable picture of the extent of that
corporate support. We can assess trends in corporate giving and see how it fits in to the broader
philanthropic ecosystem. The data is essential to not only understanding how corporate
Australia engages in philanthropy but also to provide inspiring examples of the innovative and
transformative ways some of our businesses do their giving.
And there is much to reflect on in this year’s data. Comfortingly, the big increase in corporate
giving recorded last year has been maintained, underlining the strength of the corporate
commitment, especially among the larger organisations. This is all the more noteworthy when it
coincides with some Australian companies’ diminished revenues because of the COVID-19
pandemic. It just shows that the desire to help, the impulse to give, is now part of the fabric of
many Australian companies.
It’s also heartening to see that environmental sustainability and ESG-cause related philanthropy
has grown as a corporate focus in the past 12 months at a time when the future of our planet
demands an urgent response from all levels of our society. There’s also evidence of the
emergence of socially minded entrepreneurial companies who are starting to reshape Australian
corporate philanthropy.
The future for philanthropy is to become more generous but it’s also about being more strategic
and focused in our giving: our corporate leaders have a critical role to play in leading and driving
that change. And having the data and insights on corporate philanthropy is a fundamental
element of gauging our national progress. Philanthropy Australia is delighted to support Strive
Philanthropy in this critical research.
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Introduction
Just 12 months after announcing corporate Australia’s record breaking year in corporate
philanthropy, we embarked on this years analysis with high anticipation and intrigue as to
what the events of the last 2 years would do to the community budgets for our top
companies.
There is no doubting the COVID-19 pandemic has transported us in to an unprecedented
environment, battling a virus that has impacted our vital needs as a community. Our health,
our homes, our place of work all turned upside down as we try to make sense of what’s
happening. This same period of time has brought significant environmental impacts to our
country, with parts of our country ravaged by bushfires and floods, unfortunately resulting in
tragic loss of lives. The headlines publicising the most visible impacts of these crises, but it is
perhaps the micro impacts on our community that are most worrying. The impacts on families
doing it tough, on affected small businesses & their workers or on the health of an isolated
nation. It’s fair to say the pandemic has placed unique stress upon a society that individuals
and businesses rely upon to thrive.

TOTAL CONTRIBUTION (2021)

Contributed to the Community in 2021 (top 50 companies)
As we come to terms with this period of our lives it seems hard to look for the glass half full on
the kitchen counter. But in between all the bad news there has been some light. For the world of
corporate philanthropy, this time has seen remarkable increases in giving to the community. Last
years record breaking figure was highly encouraging. It was attributed to a convergence of
community needs and heightened levels of attention on corporate community support.
Concerningly, the record finding was accompanied by predictions of future reductions in
corporate contributions. One would have been forgiven for concurring with these predictions.
For suspecting that the crises of 2020 would result in our top institutions tightening their belts
and reducing their community contributions as a result of dropping profits. And so perhaps the
best news out of the latest analysis was to see that companies remained committed to the
community. This latest 2021 GivingLarge analysis uncovering continued record breaking totals
and sending a strong vote of confidence to the community around corporate Australia’s
commitment to society through good times and bad. The top 50 GivingLarge companies in 2021
contributing an impressive $1.16 billion. A pleasing 4% increase on previous record breaking
figures and a worthy headline to embrace at a unique time for our country and the globe.

Introduction
There is, of course, a business case for giving.
Emerging evidence suggests that corporate giving not only supports the countless charities
and community organisations in need, but it also satisfies several other important corporate
stakeholders who are calling for meaningful social impact from the companies they work for
or do business with. Enlightened businesses understand that their employees, customers and
other stakeholders evaluate their philanthropic contributions, with resulting impact on their
reputation and possibly even their bottom line. Trends in corporate sustainability, shared
value and conscious capitalism all acting to embed the importance of a company’s community
investment as a key output for firms to focus.
While we observed a consistent level of community giving during 2021 we did see an
interesting change in the type of investment. Contributions like volunteering and pro-bono
services were down (due to COVID lockdowns), investments of product and cash were up.
Companies looking at the resources they had available and digging into their pockets to
support the unique needs of the community during this time.
Our enthusiasm for an ongoing embedding of community investment was further supported
as we also uncovered a pleasing increase in overall disclosure across our analysed firms. Clear
disclosure from these companies is a vital step towards continued growth in corporate
philanthropy, providing us an important opportunity to uncover information that may provide
peer to peer value to other firms. A step towards creating a best practice environment that
will help to drive improvements in overall giving and impact.
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Introduction
2021 also saw the continued emergence of a new frontier in corporate philanthropy. Driven
by organisations like Atlassian, Who Gives A Crap and Cotton On. New age firms, innovating
their approach to giving, weaving social impact into their DNA and giving away significant
portions of their profits to the community. In true entrepreneurial style these innovative
models reinventing the relationship between business and philanthropy by placing the firms
desire to do good in the world right next to their imperative for financial success. An approach
that has been met with firm support. One that has strongly and sustainably resonated with
their customers and employees who they bring on a kind of socially minded adventure year in
year out.
Putting this together paints an encouraging and fascinating picture for corporate giving now
and into the future. The planets have certainly aligned with these social trends which is
leading to a firm hardening in the value that meaningful community investment may bring to
the business. Let’s hope the momentum continues and enlightened companies continue to
take the opportunity to be a force for good.

Now in its fourth year, the GivingLarge Report provides an annual record of corporate
philanthropy in Australia. The research shines a light on corporate giving and the outstanding
community efforts made by many of our leading organisations. The findings of this research will
help to:

•
•
•
•

Inform & improve future efforts in corporate giving,
Encourage further community contributions & transparency,
Stimulate best practice sharing in corporate social investment,
Create an environment of healthy peer review.
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Top 50 Companies

Top 50 companies who adequately reported their community contribution

$1.16 Billion
Contributed to the Community in 2021
Median Contribution

Mean Contribution

$23M

$7.2M

Up 5% from 2020

% of Pre-Tax Profit 2021^

0.92%

28 companies where pre-tax profit was analysed

Safety &
Security, 12%

Down 6% from 2020

% of Earnings (EBITDA) 2021^

0.58%

22 companies where EBITDA was analysed

Culture, 1%

Education,
20%

Reconciliation,
6%
Environment,
13%

Funds Distributed
to these focus areas*

Health, 20%

^rolling 3 yr,
*ACNC cause areas

Social &
Public
Welfare, 28%
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Executive Summary
The GivingLarge total figure was derived from the publicly available reports of 50 top
companies who clearly disclosed a community investment figure in 2021. Reported figures
met the defined criteria stated in our methodology and aligned with global standards.
Companies contributed a mean $23 Million across the whole group at a 0.92%~ contribution
of pre-tax profit^ and a 0.58%~ contribution of earnings (EBITDA*)^.
Beneficiaries varied widely but funds primarily went towards causes related to education,
health & well-being, and social and public welfare.

Record Breaking 2021
The record breaking totals seen in 2021 community contributions were driven primarily
through companies in both the Finance and Materials sector. The total from both sectors
making up 60% of the overall GivingLarge 2021 figure with 7 out of the top 10 contributors
coming from companies within these sectors. Both industries showed strong growth,
increasing profits more than 40%. These companies were seemingly less affected by the
pandemic which likely created an acceptable environment for companies within these
sectors to increase their giving to areas of need.

* Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation, amortisation
^ throughout this report we will define profit as pre-tax profit and earnings as EBITDA
~ Rolling 3 year
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Executive Summary
In addition to growing contribution we also saw a strong increase in overall disclosure with 70%
of ASX companies providing clear figures in their annual reporting documents and 62% of our
top 50 gaining third party assurance or itemising out their giving. This insight further supports
the encouraging trend around the growing importance of corporate philanthropy for these
organisations.
With companies ranked based on their percentage contribution of profit or earnings, Coles
Group was a clear leader in our 2021 analysis with a noteworthy $124 million contribution at
8.4% of their pre-tax profit. Coles directing funds towards food rescue, health and disaster relief.
Other top per cent givers included Star Entertainment, CSL and Oil Search. CSL a continued
leader since our records began. Committing close to 2.0% of their pre-tax profit each year to the
community.
BHP contributed the largest total dollar amounts in our overall cohort at $234 million. Their
total number significantly lifted by their $50M COVID contribution and their notable 1% target
to the community over a rolling 3 year. This community target, which has been in place since
2001, continuing to stimulate ongoing investment and accountability for the firm to contribute
each year.
Biggest percentage movers included companies like NAB, Woodside, Macquarie and Rio Tinto
who’s combined increase in giving totalled more than $63 million. Their growth underpinning
the increase we saw in our overall number across our top 50 versus 2020. Put another way, the
growing community investment in these companies ensured the maintained (or slightly
increased) record breaking giving we saw last year.
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Scope & Methodology
Overall Scope
The GivingLarge report summarises the
findings of important research into the
levels of corporate community
investment in Australia. The primary
results highlight our most generous
givers by sector and review some key
corporate giving parameters such as:
• Contribution as a % of Profit or
Earnings (rolling average)
• Total community contribution as a
dollar value
• Report standardisation, assurance and
itemisation
• Primary causes disclosed by each
company
This year we have expanded our research
to include a review of over 150
corporations including a full analysis of
the ASX100 and coverage on several high
revenue private companies operating in
Australia. We continued to abide by our
tight inclusion criteria, with eligible
community contributions needing to
either adhere to global standards,
provide third party assurance or clearly
itemise their giving.
The GivingLarge research and associated
report adopted aligned elements of the
Benefit for Social Impact (B4SI, prev. LBG)
framework and the GRI standards^ on
corporate community investment. Our
analysis not only reviewed which
companies adhere to these important
standards but also sought alignment from
those companies who did not formally
disclose their adherence.

Publicly Reported
Community Contributions

ASX100

w/ Additional Analysis of Selected
Private Companies & Foundations

70%
Of ASX 100
Disclosed Clear Figures

“

B4SI defines corporate community
investment as businesses’ voluntary
engagement with charitable
organizations or activities that extend
beyond their core business activities.^

“

GRI defines community investment as
voluntary donations plus investment of
funds in the broader community where
the target beneficiaries are external to
the organization.^

”

^GRI G4 implementation manual, B4SI framework

”
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Scope & Methodology

“

The GivingLarge research and associated report adopted
aligned elements of the B4SI (prev. LBG) framework and GRI
standards on corporate community investment.

What’s included?

What’s not included?

• Cash
• Time
• In-kind contributions of product,
property or services (incl. Pro Bono)
• Management costs: program costs,
staff salaries, benefits/overhead and
research and communications.

•
•
•
•

”

Leverage*
Foregone Revenue^
Political Donations
Commercial Sponsorships
(e.g. professional sporting team).

Third Party Assurance
Independent assessment of an organization’s reported community investment is imperative to
ensure accurate and reliable claims about a company’s generosity and community impact. An
important part of our analysis was to identify which companies engaged third party assurance
on their disclosed community contributions. Third party assurers act to ensure that the
preparation and presentation of a company’s sustainability or annual report is in accordance
with the agreed upon standard or company definition. Common assurers include large
accounting firms and specialty firms like Corporate Citizenship, a global consultancy specialising
in responsible and sustainable business.

Let’s Talk Percentage
Companies differ in size and profit margins meaning that organisations with higher profits are
able to contribute more total dollars to the community in which they operate. Converting dollar
values into relative percentages of company profits is one way to enable comparisons and
ensures a more meaningful review of company generosity.
In line with global methodology, percent profit used in our research is pre-tax profit and
earnings are before interest, tax, depreciation & amortisation (EBITDA). In this report, a
company’s community contribution as a percentage of earnings or profit is published as a rolling
3 year average.
* The measure of any additional resources contributed to a community organization or activity that come from sources other than the company.
^ The revenue foregone for community benefit on fees, products & services provided for free or discounted

Scope & Methodology
Comparing Apples with Apples
As different companies may report their
results in different ways, it is important to
ensure that the same things are being
compared across companies. For example,
mining companies will report earnings
differently to banks based on industry
specific factors. For our top corporations
this means grouping companies by how
they declare their profits or earnings before
tax. Due to the volatility of profits in some
sectors and lack of disclosure of earnings in
other sectors, our analysis is mixed. This
table shows how each sector was grouped
for the overall GivingLarge analysis.
Analysing companies by sector (ASX
defined) also acts to ensure an aligned
review of company contribution,
eliminating cross-sector variables, reporting
discrepancies and allowing companies to
benchmark their industry peers. It follows
that due to these aforementioned variables
cross sector comparisons are less
meaningful.

Evolving Methodology

Sector

Published
as % of
Profit
(pre-tax)

Published
as % of
Earnings
(EBITDA)

Finance
Materials
Communications

Industrial
Consumer
Health Care
Real Estate
Info. Tech.
Energy
Utilities

“Analysing companies by
sector acts to ensure an
aligned review of company
contribution”

Continuing to refine our methodology allows us to not only increase our cohort but also increase our
vigilance on quality reporting. The subtle and ongoing changes ensure the collation of a meaningful list
of companies that are not only generously giving to the community but are also adequately reporting
their contributions. To further encourage increases in giving and disclosure and provide further insights
we have conducted the following additional analyses:
1. Several sector overviews includes a list of “other companies of interest” that disclosed a community
investment figure in 2021 but did not fully meet the reporting criteria.
2. The Australian Financial Review Top 50 List which uses our GivingLarge dataset and adds in an
analysis for high revenue private companies and corporate foundations (completed in collaboration
with John McLeod from JBWere’s Philanthropic Services).
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Scope & Methodology
Limitations & Research Gaps
The limitations of this research are those characteristics of the design or methodology that may
impact or influence the interpretation of the findings. For the most part these limitations represent
an opportunity for further research into this important area.
Prior Research: Although there is growing interest in corporate philanthropy in our society, very
little literature currently exists analysing corporate community investment in Australia. While our
findings are significant and well founded, further consensus based research examining the
contribution of top companies and the broader business community is needed
Research Sample & Size: Our analysis was restricted to the ASX100, selected high revenue private
companies and corporate aligned foundations. These companies are indeed unique and for the most
part don’t represent the broader Australian business community. While our group of 130+
companies represent a significant sample size and contribution, further studies investigating a larger
pool of businesses would be highly beneficial.
Collecting the data: Public reports may be missing important data, may provide inaccurate data or
may be misinterpreted in our research. Our analysis of third party assurance and verification of
reporting standards alongside our communication with select companies helps to confirm company
disclosures, however no other measures were taken to confirm the accuracy of the data . Future
studies and efforts to standardise reporting and seek assurance will further reduce these limitations
and strengthen our ability to benchmark and improve performance.
Measures of Community Investment: Our methodology aligns with global consensus, utilising
frameworks such as those from Corporate Citizenship (B4SI) to define community investment.
However parameters such as percentage contribution of profit or earnings are not yet validated to
ensure community impact. More work needs to be done to ensure that the parameters being
measured truly correlate with the intended change and impact sought.
Subjective Analysis: This research involved an element of subjectivity, particularly for companies
whose reporting was not clear. If uncertain, researchers generally excluded these companies or
sought to gain clarification, however it was inevitable that some amount of subjectivity remained.
Alignment with global standards minimised this subjectivity and should be a focus for ongoing efforts
in this area.

Efforts to standardise reporting and seek assurance will
further reduce these limitations and strengthen our
ability to benchmark and improve performance.
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Key Results
The GivingLarge 2021 research revealed a significant $1.16 Billion contribution from Australia’s
top companies to the community in 2021. This figure was derived from analysis of over 150
companies with the top 50 detailed in this report. These leading companies not only
contributed the largest amounts to the community but also met our stringent inclusion criteria
across their public reporting and disclosure. Companies contributed a mean $23 million
investment across the group at a 0.92% contribution of pre-tax profit and a 0.58% contribution
of earnings*. The 2021 total represents a 4% increase versus 2020 (record breaking)
contributions, adding an additional $42M of funds to the community. Leading companies
based on total contributions included BHP, Coles, CSL, Rio Tinto & Commonwealth Bank.
Leading companies based on percentage of pre-tax profit or earnings on a rolling 3 year basis
included Coles, Star Entertainment, TAB, South32 & Oil Search

50 Leading Companies
In 2021

Hundreds of
Beneficiaries

Reported
Contributions

70% of the nominated cause
areas where within Health,
Education and Social &
Public Welfare

Companies adhered to a
global standard, gained third
party assurance or provided
clear itemisation

0.92%, 0.58% Given*
0.92% of pre-tax profit, 0.58% of
earnings (EBITDA) on rolling 3yr basis
Record Breaking percentage giving

4%

Versus 2020

Contributed $1.16B
Total contributions include Cash, Time and
In-Kind contributions. Exclude political
donations & commercial sponsorships

*Percentage contributions of earnings (EBITDA) or profit (pre-tax) calculated on a rolling 3 year basis
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Key Results
Average % Contribution

0.92%
of Pre-Tax Profit
(Rolling 3 yr)

0.58%
of Earnings (EBITDA)
(Rolling 3 yr)
Calculations were based on how companies primarily
published their Profit/Earnings

% pre-tax profit
(rolling 3 yr)

Industrials
& Utilities
0.2%

Real Estate
0.6%

Materials
0.4%

The leading percentage contributions in our overall
analysis came from the Consumer, Health Care and
Communications sectors with contributions over 1%
from top companies (both % of profit and earnings).
It was the Materials sector though that contributed
the largest total figure at a notable $398M,
representing a considerable 35% of our total
GivingLarge figure.
Of the total $1.2B, 70% came from the top 10
companies and when reviewing sector contribution,
80% came from these three sectors (Materials,
Finance and Consumer).
These trends are in keeping with previous reports
and demonstrate that within our top corporations
there are a small number of companies contributing
the most to the community. Sectors with lower
contributions (both percentage and total) included
Industrial and Utilities sectors with average percent
contributions below 0.3% of earnings. While these
companies are giving considerable amounts to the
community there remains an opportunity for these
firms to increase their contributions in line with their
peers.

Finance
0.7%

Communications
1.1% n=1

Energy
0.76%

Health Care
2.0% n=1

Consumer
2.7%

% earnings (EBITDA)
(rolling 3 yr)

The upcoming sector overviews (page 19 onwards) provide detailed summaries and key findings of the
sector’s performance, noting the top performers in both total contribution and most comprehensive
reporting. Importantly it is these sector specific comparisons that are the most meaningful, based on
reduction of variables that may arise across different industries.
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2021 Insights
70% of total funds came
from just 10 companies
Leading Companies by % Contribution

Coles
Star Entertain
TAB Corp
South32
Oil Search

Sector Leaders by % Contribution
Sector

Company

Finance

QBE

Materials

OCEANAGOLD

Communications

TELSTRA

(n=1)

Industrial

BRAMBLES

Consumer

COLES

Health Care (n=1)

CSL

Info Tech (n=1)

ATLASSIAN

80% of the total 2021 contribution
came from just three sectors
(Materials, Finance and Consumer)

Real Estate

GPT GROUP

Energy

OIL SEARCH

Utilities

SPARK

Largest Total Contributions in 2021

ASX Sectors

Roll 3yr % contributions of profit or earnings

$234M
$124M
$74M
$68M
$60M

BHP
COLES
CSL
RIO
CBA

10 of our top 50 companies
increased their community
investment by more than
20% vs last year
18

Sector Overviews
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Finance Sector
%’s shown are of Pre-Tax Profit (roll 3yr)
With considerable increases to profit in 2021 it was pleasing to see the finance sector also
grow its community giving. The overall contribution for the finance sector ($294M)
constituting 25% of the overall GivingLarge total. Analysis showing a $10M (+4%) greater
contribution to the community versus 2020 numbers. Insurers QBE, IAG and NIB leading the
sector in percent contribution with our big banks again contributing the most total dollars to
the community with their combined total of over $200M representing more than two thirds of
the sectors contribution. Worthy call outs to NAB and Macquarie Group who substantially
increased their giving from 2020 with NAB impressively adding an extra $22M (+74%) and
Macquarie up $16M (+47%), firming its position alongside the big 4. Macquarie’s contribution
representing a record year for them. The increase in funds a result of large amounts given to
COVID-19 relief and contributions to their 50th anniversary social impact awards. While the
growth in giving was welcomed from this sector the profit growth was much higher for our
listed companies leading to a lower percentage of pre-tax profit year on year (0.9% in 2020
down to 0.7% in 2021). We hope the substantially increased 2021 profits will result in these
companies increasing their community budgets for next year.

Biggest Movers
NAB, Macquarie

Primary Causes
Health, Social Welfare,
Emergency Relief

Reporting
82% GRI, 45% B4SI

“
“

NAB and Macquarie Group substantially
increased their giving from 2020 with NAB
impressively adding an extra $22M (+74%)
and Macquarie up $16M (+47%)

”

While the growth in giving was welcomed…
the profit growth was much higher for our
listed companies leading to a lower
percentage of pre-tax profit year on year

”

Sector Summary

$

$294M

0.70%

$22.8M

Total Contribution

Of Pre-Tax Profit

Mean Contribution
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Finance Sector
Percentages shown are of Pre-Tax Profit (roll 3yr)

#

% Pre-Tax Community
Versus
Company
Profit Investment AssuredStandard Prev. Yr.

Cause Areas

-12%

Health, Climate action, poverty,
vulnerable communities,
emergency relief

1 QBE

2.34%* $7,197,043

Yes

B4SI
GRI

2 IAG

1.81%^ $13,400,000

Yes

GRI

-34%

Community Safety, Climate and
Disaster Resilience

3 NIB

1.18% $1,903,132

No

No

-12%

Health, indigenous community
support

4 Medibank

1.04% $3,638,997

Yes

B4SI

5 Macquarie

0.95% $51,770,000

No

GRI

6 Suncorp

0.72% $9,003,000

Yes

B4SI
GRI

7 Westpac

0.64% $53,923,854

Yes

GRI

8 CBA

0.54% $59,900,000

Yes

GRI

Health and medical research,
-62% loneliness
Crisis relief, social justice, social
innovation, not for profit capacity
+47% build, community sport
Emergency relief Financial
resilience, social resilience and
-13% natural hazard resilience.
Financial inclusion, Climate
change, equal rights, housing,
+1% social enterprise,
Social and Financial Wellbeing,
Indigenous Support, Education,
-16% Health, Social Inclusion
Disadvantaged/Social Welfare,
+74% Community Sport

9 NAB

0.54% $52,600,000

Yes

B4SI
GRI

10 ANZ

0.43% $33,614,871

Yes

B4SI
GRI

-2%

No

GRI

-23%

11 AMP

NA~

$7,325,666

Use of *5 year rolling Or ^4 year rolling due to significant losses
~Pre-Tax Profit not available or loss incurred.

Financial wellbeing, housing and
environmental sustainability
Financial Wellbeing, Education,
Employment, Not for profit
capacity building.
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Finance Sector Cont.
%’s shown are of Pre-Tax Profit (roll 3yr)

Finance Sector Contributions Over Time
$350,000,000

1.00%
0.90%
0.80%
0.70%
0.60%
0.50%
0.40%
0.30%
0.20%
0.10%
0.00%

$300,000,000
$250,000,000
$200,000,000
$150,000,000
$100,000,000
$50,000,000
$0
2015

2016

2017

2018

Community Investment

2019

2020

2021

% of pre-tax profit

Taking a historical look at community investment in the finance sector shows an encouraging
trend which symbolises a trend we are seeing in our overall cohort. Increases in giving, best
practice disclosure and most importantly in percentage of pre-tax profit

“

Continued efforts to lift giving in this group beyond 1% would be
greatly valued and could drive an additional $130M to the community.

”

Other Companies of Interest
Company
Future Generation
Heart & Minds Invest
LaTrobe Financial

Contribution as a % of
pre-tax profit

Total Contribution

21.52%

$11,700,000

NA

$12,567,003

1.18%

$2,500,000

These companies published a figure but did not meet the GivingLarge inclusion requirements.
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Real Estate
%’s shown are of Pre-Tax Profit (roll 3, 4 or 5yr)

Rank Company
1 GPT Group

2 Stockland*

% PreTax
Community
Vs
Profit* Investment Assured Standard Prev Yr
0.96% $7,820,000

0.94% $4,187,913

3 Vicinity Ctrs^ 0.92% $2,236,739

Cause Areas

Yes

GRI

Health and wellbeing,
inclusivity, employment and
+2% skilling

Yes

B4SI
GRI

Health & Wellbeing,
Education, Community
Connection

Yes

B4SI
GRI

-1%

Emergency relief, Community
-19% general, Social welfare
Community infrastructure,
social enterprise, health &
-25% wellbeing, disaster recovery

4 Mirvac*

0.92% $6,969,555

Yes

B4SI
GRI

5 Scentre Gp*

0.48% $2,000,000

No

GRI

Goodman
6 Gp

0.44% $6,300,000

No

GRI

Local Community,
Same Emergency relief
Children and Youth, Food
Rescue and environment,
-54% community health

7 Charter Hall

0.30% $2,540,000

No

No

Emergency relief, Community
+172% general

Use of *Rolling 4 year percentage or ^Rolling 5 year percentage due to recent losses

In an era where the Real Estate sector has undergone significant challenges due to the COVID
pandemic it was encouraging to see a consistent contribution for our leading companies in this
group. While we did see and expect reductions in total giving from several companies the
consistent percentage suggests the sector is holding firm to their community investments
despite dropping revenues. As profits hopefully return in the coming years these reliable
commitments will hopefully lead to greater total giving to preferred sector causes like health,
emergency relief and local community.

While we did see and expect reductions in total giving from several real
estate companies, the consistent percentage suggests the sector is
holding firm to their community investments despite dropping revenues
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Real Estate Cont.
%’s shown are of Pre-Tax Profit (roll 3yr)

Biggest Movers

GPT Group and Stockland led the sector on
percentage giving with contribution approaching 1%.
Mirvac joining Stockland in not only giving
considerable funds but also showing best practice
transparency and disclosure. Both adhering to global
standards (GRI & B4SI), gaining third party assurance
and clearly itemising their giving. Biggest total givers
for the sector were GPT Group and Mirvac.
The largest growth in the sector came from Charter
Hall. Lifting from a 2020 contribution of under $1
million to more than double in 2021 at $2.5 million.

Charter Hall, Vicinity
Centers

Primary Causes
Health, Emergency Relief,
Community (general)

Reporting
71% GRI, 43% B4SI

Real Estate Contributions Over Time
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* Graph excludes Scentre Group due to incurring a significant loss in 2021

Sector Summary

$

$32M

0.59%

$4.6M

Total Contribution

Of Pre-Tax Profit

Mean Contribution
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Communication Services
%’s shown are of Pre-Tax Profit (roll 3yr)
Telstra was yet again the leading communications
contributor investing $28.7 million to the community at
1.18% of their pre-tax profit in 2021. While this was a
lower total figure than last year, their percent contribution
has encouragingly increased over the last several years
with a rolling 3 year percentage of 1.10%. They gave to
causes within digital inclusion, climate change and to
disadvantaged communities. Notably Telstra publicly
committed $44 million to COVID-19 related cause areas in
need. One of the largest commitments to COVID-19 across
our top 50 group. Optus also entered our report for the
first time this year after gaining assurance and verification
from B4SI, their $16.8 million contribution an increase of
20% versus last year. With profits not disclosed, Optus has
been separated out of our primary table, despite their
clear inclusion in our top 50.

Biggest Movers
Optus

Primary Causes
Digital inclusion &
connection, Education

Reporting
50% GRI, 50% B4SI

Optus entered our report for the first time this year after gaining
assurance and verification from B4SI, their $16.8 million
contribution an increase of 20% versus last year.
% Pre-Tax Community
Vs
Rank Company Profit Investment Assured Standard Prev Yr

1

Telstra

Company
Optus

1.10% $28,700,000
Community
Investment
$16,800,000

Assured
Yes

No
Standard
B4SI

GRI

-7%

Cause Areas
Digital inclusion, climate
change, disadvantaged
communities.

Vs
Prev Yr

Cause Areas

+20%

Education, employment, digital
connection & access

*Optus profits not disclosed
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Communication Services
%’s shown are of Pre-Tax Profit (roll 3yr)

While Telstra’s contributed a lower total figure than last year, their
percent contribution has encouragingly increased over the last several
years with a rolling 3 year percentage of 1.10%.
Telstra Contributions Over Time
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1.40%
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0.80%
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$10,000,000
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Community Investment

2020

2021

Percentage of profit

Other Companies of Interest
Company
TPG

% of pre-tax profit

Total Contribution

NA

999,968

These companies published a figure but did not meet the GivingLarge inclusion requirements.
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Materials
%’s shown are of EBITDA (roll 3yr)
% Pre-Tax Community
Versus
Rank Company Earnings* Investment AssuredStandard Prev Yr
1 OceanaGold

1.80% $5,930,917

Yes

GRI

2 Newcrest

1.55% $49,544,724

Yes

GRI

3 South32

1.30% $29,726,834

Yes

GRI

4 BHP

0.51% $234,065,345

Yes

GRI

5 Oz Minerals

0.39% $2,334,223

No

GRI

6 Orica

0.28% $2,400,000

No

GRI

7 Rio Tinto

0.18%* $68,056,762

Yes

GRI

8 Fortescue

<0.1% $6,600,000

No

GRI

Cause Areas

+4% Not stated.
Community infrastructure,
economic development, health,
-9% education
Education, economic
opportunity, health & social
-18% wellbeing
Human capability & social
inclusion, environment,
education, human rights,
+6% Indigenous communities
NA

Education, health, community
appeal,

Health, education, social &
-25% public welfare, environment
Health, education,
environmental protection,
+30% housing, agriculture
Health and wellness, education
and development, environment
Same arts and culture

Our materials sector contributed a remarkable $398 million to the community in 2021 making it
clearly our largest sector in terms of total contribution. This is in keeping with previous years,
with this group of companies typically representing around a third of the overall contribution
from our top 50. When looking at total contribution the sector was clearly led again this year by
BHP with a substantial $234 million contribution, leaving them not only the biggest materials
sector contributor this year but also the largest contributor across our dataset by a clear margin.
Their contribution alone representing 60% of the materials sector amount and remarkably more
than our big 4 banks put together. BHPs accountability to a target of 1% contribution of pre-tax
profit over a rolling 3 year certainly helping to drive ongoing contributions to areas such as social
and public welfare and the environment.
*Rolling 2yr percentage
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Materials Cont.
%’s shown are of EBITDA (roll 3yr)
Other notable contributions in this sector came from
Newcrest and South32. Both contributing sizeable
portions of their earnings to the community (>1.5%)
and also OceanaGold who led the group for
percentage contribution. Pleasingly we also saw
considerable growth from Rio Tinto (+30%) with their
substantial $68 million contribution placing them in
our overall top 5 for total giving. Rio supporting the
community in areas around health, education and
environmental protection.
While the materials sector contribution is certainly
significant, they still have some work to do to match
other leading companies when it comes to percentage
contribution. Their rolling 3 year percentage of EBITDA
sitting below 0.4%. The magnitude of the materials
sector comes into focus when we consider the
opportunity for these companies to lift their giving
towards globally encouraged goals of 1%. Reaching
this reasonable goal would drive an additional $594
million to the community and bring sector totals close
to a staggering $1 billion.

Biggest Movers
Rio Tinto, BHP

Primary Causes
Environment, Health,
Education

Reporting
100% GRI

Reaching globally
encouraged goals of 1%
for these companies could
drive an additional $594M
to the community

Materials Sector Contribution Over Time
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Materials Cont.
%’s shown are of EBITDA (roll 3yr)

Encouragingly this sector is showing positive signs of increased focus and intention with their
community programs with all companies reporting to the GRI standard and more than 60%
getting third party assurance on their community investment figure. More than double that of
last year. This, alongside the emergence of some meaningful target setting pleasingly
suggesting a continued firming of the importance of community investment for these large
firms.

With healthy recent profits, materials companies have an
opportunity to increase their percentage giving and drive
large contributions to the community in coming years
Other Companies of Interest
Company

Contribution as a %
EBITDA (roll 3yr)

Total Contribution

Northern Star

0.35%

$4,000,000

IGO

0.19%

$900,000

Incitek Pivot

NA

$500,000

Boral

NA

$600,000

These companies published a figure but did not meet the GivingLarge inclusion requirements.

Sector Summary

$

$398M

0.38%

$57M

Total Contribution

Of EBITDA

Mean Contribution
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Industrial Sector
%’s shown are of EBITDA (roll 3yr)
% Pre-Tax Community
Versus
Rank Company Earnings Investment AssuredStandard Prev Yr
1 Brambles

Food Security, food waste,
environmental restoration,
education

Yes

GRI

-6%

0.30% $2,700,000

Yes

B4SI
GRI

Education, inequality,
community connection,
-39% Indigenous communities

3 Seven Group 0.29% $2,300,000

No

No

4 Transurban

Yes

B4SI
GRI

2 Sydney Airp.

0.34% $7,358,561

Cause Areas

0.14% $2,900,000

NA

Bushfire

Road Safety, local communities,
-12% education

Industrial Sector Contributions Over Time
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We saw leading contribution for the third year in a row from Brambles
who led both total giving and percent contribution within the sector

Sector Summary

$

$17M

0.19%

$3.3M

Total Contribution

Of EBITDA

Mean Contribution
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Industrial Sector Cont.
%’s shown are of EBITDA (roll 3yr)
The top companies in the industrial sector contributed
$17 million to the community in 2021 at a 0.19%
contribution of earnings. A similar year for this sector
with minimal change to total contribution or percentage
of earnings. We saw leading contribution for the third
year in a row from Brambles who led both total giving and
percent contribution within the sector. The overall
percentage for the sector the lowest in our research
possibly due to variable earnings and difficult
circumstances for many of our top industrial firms
throughout 2020 and 2021. While these companies are
giving considerable amounts to the community there
remains an opportunity for these firms to increase their
contributions, which all fell below 0.4% of earnings.

Biggest Movers
NA

Primary Causes
Local communities,
Education, Environment

Reporting
75% GRI, 50% B4SI

Other Companies of Interest
Company

Contribution as a %
EBITDA (roll 3yr)

Total Contribution

CIMIC

0.07

$1,300,000

Cleanaway

0.1%

$530,000

These companies published a figure but did not meet the GivingLarge inclusion requirements.
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Energy
%’s shown are of EBITDA (roll 4yr)

% Pre-Tax Community
Versus
Rank Company Earnings* Investment AssuredStandard Prev Yr

Cause Areas

Gender equity, health,
education, social and public
-25% welfare

1 Oil Search

1.68% $20,797,857

Yes

GRI
B4SI

2 Woodside

0.48% $25,673,224

Yes

GRI
B4SI

Education, environment, social
+51% & public welfare, health

3 Ampol

0.34% $2,470,000

No

GRI

Youth and education, safety and
-21% underserved communities.

The average contribution to the community in the energy sector
landed at record breaking 0.76% in 2021. While pleasing to see
this number grow it was primarily due to decreasing profits in
the sector rather than increasing community investment which
remained relatively stable. Nonetheless the companies in this
sector held tight to their community budget despite these
dropping profits which is a pleasing sign. Like previous years, it is
perhaps the spread across our top energy companies that is the
most intriguing, with per cent contributions varying between
1.7% to 0.3% across our top firms. This large spread
demonstrating a vastly different approach amongst related
companies, an insight unlike what we see in other sectors where
peer contribution does seem to be more aligned. Pleasingly our
two largest givers Oil Search and Woodside reporting to both
GRI and B4SI standards.

Companies in
this sector
pleasingly held
tight to their
community
budgets despite
dropping profits

Sector Summary

$

$49M

0.76%

$16M

Total Contribution

Of EBITDA

Mean Contribution
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Energy Cont.
%’s shown are of EBITDA (roll 3yr)
Oil Search was again the leading contributor in this
group with a 1.68% contribution of earnings. Oil Search’s
investment mostly making its way off shore to
communities in Papua New Guinea and focussing on
areas within health, education and women's protection.
Woodside, another notable company in the sector,
investing $26 million (+51% from 2019), the largest of
the sector and their largest contribution on record.
Woodside’s investment likely boosted as a result of their
$10 million commitment to COVID-19 relief. As
mentioned both companies demonstrating best practice
disclosure by following key community investment
standards and providing third party assurance.

Biggest Movers
Woodside

Primary Causes
Education, Social and
Public Welfare

Reporting
100% GRI, 67% B4SI

Energy Sector Contribution Over Time
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$44,000,000
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Percentage of EBITDA

Other Companies of Interest
Company

Contribution as a % of
EBITDA (roll 3yr)

Total Contribution

Santos

0.62%

$17,000,000

Worley Parsons

0.35%

$1,614,960

Beach Energy

0.28%

$1,223,481

These companies published a figure but did not meet the GivingLarge inclusion requirements.

Consumer
%’s shown are of pre-tax profit (roll 3yr)

% Pre-Tax Community
Vs
Rank Company
Profit Investment Assured Standard Prev Yr

1

Coles

8.37% $124,000,000

Yes

B4SI
GRI

2

Star
Entertain

8.15%* $7,800.000

No

GRI

3

TabCorp

6.80%* $9,000,000

Yes

B4SI
GRI

4

Woolworths

1.65% $37,014,226

Yes

B4SI
GRI

5

Coca-Cola
Amatil

1.12% $3,280,000

Yes

B4SI
GRI

6

Wesfarmers

0.81% $24,700,000

Yes

GRI

7

Toyota

0.74% $2,660,000

Yes

GRI

Company

Community
Investment Assured

Vs
Prev Yr

Yes

No
B4SI
GRI

No

No

-57% Water Sanitation

$18,413,111

No

NA Lion Beverages

$3,700,000

NA Who Gives A Crap $2,500,000
* 4 year rolling

Emergency relief, health,
+22% community sport
Food rescue, health,
economic development,
+19% emergency relief
Food rescue & hunger,
emergency relief,
education, health &
-37% medical research
Medical research, social
wellbeing, education, arts,
Same indigenous
Education, health & human
Same services, road safety

Cause Areas
Health, Education, Social &
Public Welfare, Human
+27% Rights
Health, environment,
+12% social & public welfare

NA Cotton On

Standard

Cause Areas
Food Rescue, health,
education, disaster relief,
Same social welfare
Emergency Relief,
Community general,
+11% Community Sport & Culture

Consumer Cont.
%’s shown are of pre-tax profit (roll 3yr)
With a remarkable 2.7% contribution of profit over
the last 3 years, the consumer sector lead by Coles
Group was clearly our leading sector for
percentage giving in 2021.

Biggest Movers
Cotton On, TabCorp,
Woolworths

Primary Causes

We saw profits increase substantially for this
sector which has likely helped to drive an increase
in total giving but this also lead to a slight drop in
percentage giving vs 2020. Nonetheless the
portion of funds given to the community from
these organisations is outstanding and should
provide a model for companies in other sectors to
follow. Previous years have seen similar leadership
from this sector with consumer companies firmly
committed to supporting areas of need such as
food rescue, health and disaster relief. Their public
facing environment and peer generosity likely
driving the ongoing commitment we have seen
from these firms.

Health, Education, Social
Welfare

Reporting
80% GRI, 50% B4SI

2021 saw another outstanding contribution
for Coles Group. Clear leadership in
percentage giving and a large total
contribution meant Coles was also our top
ranked company in the overall top 50.

Consumer Sector Contributions Over Time
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Sector Summary

$

$233M

2.72%

$47M

Total Contribution

Of Pre-Tax Profit

Mean Contribution

Consumer Cont.
%’s shown are of pre-tax profit (roll 3yr)
2021 saw another outstanding contribution for Coles Group. Clear leadership in percentage
giving within this sector and a large total contribution meant Coles was also our top ranked
company in the broader 50 list. Ranking second also for overall contribution ($124m) placing
them for a second year as arguablyy our most generous community contributor. Coles was in
good company with notable giving coming from many in this sector including Woolworths,
who also achieved a good balance of high percentage contribution and total community
investment. Most companies in this sector exceeding 1 percent contributions of profit and
pleasingly 80% reporting to a standard. The sector also showing best practice disclosure with
the largest percentage of companies that verified their figures with B4SI.
The final call out in this sector goes to an interesting and emerging group of private
companies that made the list for the first time this year. Cotton On, Lion Beverages and Who
Gives A Crap making the list due to their clear disclosure over the last 12 months. While we
were unable to uncover profit figures for these companies (to calculate percentage
contribution) their reported figures directed to the community is certainly worth detailing.
Who Gives A Crap specifically committing to an astonishing 50% of profits to be given to
water sanitation charities each year, Cotton On giving large annual amounts to causes within
health, education and social welfare. Cotton On’s 2021 contribution of $18.4 million a 27%
increase on their 2020 investment. With profits not disclosed, this group of companies has
been separated out of our primary table despite their inclusion in our top 50.

The portion of funds given to the community from these
organisations is outstanding and should provide a model for
companies in other sectors to follow.
Other Companies of Interest
Company
Crown Resorts
Foundation
A2 Milk

Contribution as a % of
pre-tax profit

Total Contribution

NA

$9,900,000

0.76%

$2,150,185

These companies published a figure but did not meet the GivingLarge inclusion requirements.
2 year rolling percentage figure for A2 Milk.
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Canva, Who Gives A Crap help lead corporate
philanthropy into a new age.
Within the space of 24 hours during September of this year the business world heard the
incredible back-to-back announcements of the successful funding rounds for two of
Australia’s most beloved start-ups. Who Gives A Crap, the toilet paper start-up, and Canva,
the design software company both dancing their way through significant capital raises.
What is behind the success? It’s clear that the product offerings are smart, but that tells
only half the story. It’s what both companies do and will do for the community that tells
the other half. In this appealing turn of events, social good is no longer second in
importance when companies pitch their wares. The smart ideas, the success of their
products are now not the only sell to investors. Could these two raisings be proof that the
good they are doing and planning is an equal partner to commercial gain?
It was always hard not to be caught up with the
bootstrapped fairy-tale of both stories, but
perhaps the most exciting part of these landmark
announcements is what it signals for corporate
philanthropy. It’s not embedded any more. It’s
clearly in the proposition. Both companies are
making clear and generous philanthropic pledges
to drive considerable social impact, and hopefully
peer adoption in the years to come.

Since day 1 ‘Who Gives A Crap’ has focused firmly
on its social impact, building it squarely into its
business model. The company originally launched
with a unique crowdfunding campaign, making
their social intentions clear from the get-go.
Committing 50% of future profits to be directed to
water sanitation charities.

Co-Founder Simon Griffiths saying, “Starting ‘Who Gives A Crap’ was less about making
great toilet paper (though we definitely do that), and more about building a company
with the sole purpose of doing good. This idea has guided all aspects of our business,
but especially our mission.”.
It seems incredible that nine years (and a lot of loo roll later) that same philanthropic
pledge still stands, with the company recently announcing a total donation of more than
$10 million to date. It was never a glib proposal. It wasn’t a marketing stunt. Their pledge
was for real.
For Canva the story is equally remarkable, with an added touch of romance. University
sweethearts Melanie Perkins and Cliff Obrecht conceived their company in their living
room 15 years ago. The pair went on to create Canva, an easy-to-use graphics design
program. The start-up also carefully considering its social impact from an early stage,
choosing to join the 1% pledge, donating at least 1% of the companies time, money,
equity and resources to charity.
Their commitment sitting within a broader strategy to impact. What Perkins has long
described as a “two step plan” for maximum impact: “Step 1, become one of the most
valuable companies in the world, and step 2, do the most good we can do.”
As we continue to make progress on step one, step two becomes more important than
ever,” says Perkins

A Step Change in Corporate Philanthropy
While it was the impressive valuations and admittedly outstanding start up narratives that got
the most attention, let’s not dismiss the corporate philanthropy that goes hand in hand. These
two companies joining other new age Australian businesses like Atlassian and Cotton On in
weaving social impact into their DNA and giving away a substantial portion of their profits to
the community.

In true entrepreneurial style these innovative models reinventing the relationship between
business and philanthropy by placing the firms desire to do good in the world right next to their
imperative for financial success. An approach that has been met with firm support. One that
has strongly and sustainably resonated with their customers and employees who they bring on
a kind of socially minded adventure year in year out.
Contrast the work of these two companies with traditional corporate philanthropic models.
While our largest publicly-listed companies give sizeable amounts of funds to the community
and certainly have a significant social impact, their shareholder focus has meant they have
struggled to create a meaningful connection between that impact and their financial success.

If we’re lucky these latest examples may just spark a change of tack from our top firms in this
high-level integration between business and philanthropy. Hopefully affirming the value that
social investment can bring to these established companies and satisfying a ground swell of
conscious consumers, of purpose-engaged employees and even impact minded shareholders
demanding a social return on their investment.
Enlighted companies need to take the opportunity to learn from this new age approach, and to
develop strategies for these emerging stakeholder needs, realising that their increased
community contribution can coincide or even boost their firm’s success.
Simon Griffiths echoing a similar sentiment, “Ten years ago, if you talked about donating half of
your profits, you didn’t have a business model that was investible,” he said. “This makes me not
just incredibly excited for this next part of the journey that we’re on but also thinking about the
future of what capitalism looks like more broadly.”
Could it be that in that future companies won’t be as likely to be offered funds without an
integrated promise of social good? Could it be that we have come so far that our most
successful fundraisers will need to be intent on having a significant community impact? Here’s
hoping the success of these companies is a clear confirmation that meaningful social
commitments can effectively sit in tandem with financial goals. Being good is not just a
sideshow, not a corollary anymore. If you want to go out and raise money or engage investors,
think social good, not just how good the product might be.

Health Care
%’s shown are of Pre-Tax Profit
Once again CSL was the only company to meet our inclusion criteria from the health care
sector. The biotech leader continuing to contribute large amounts to the community, with a
substantial $74 million invested into areas within medical research, education and patient
communities. This contribution placing them in our top 5 GivingLarge companies, a position
they have held since the research began.
Not only do these figures stand out amongst our cohort but CSL also set themselves apart by
establishing a strong track record of percentage giving each year at almost 2% of their pre-tax
profit over the last 3 years. The company also increasing their contribution versus 2020,
adding a notable 13%.

% Pre-Tax Community
Vs
Rank Company Profit Investment Assured Standard Prev Yr

1

CSL

1.98% $74,296,083

Yes

No

Cause Areas

Patient communities
Biomedical Research &
+13% Education, Emergency
Relief

CSL Contributions Over Time
$100,000,000

3.00%

$80,000,000
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$60,000,000
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$20,000,000
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Community Investment

2020

$2,021

Percentage of pre-tax profit

Other Companies of Interest
Company
Sonic

Contribution as a % of
pre-tax profit

Total Contribution

0.3%

$5,400,000

These companies published a figure but did not meet the GivingLarge inclusion requirements.

Information Technology
%’s shown are of Pre-Tax Profit
Entering our top 50 for the first time after their clear disclosure over the last 12 months is
the software company Atlassian. The only tech company to make our top 50, the firm
contributing $13.4 million in 2021, an impressive 38% increase from last years figure. While
percentage contributions were not able to be calculated, Atlassian widely publicises a
commitment of 1% of annual profits, employee time and company equity to their
foundation. This is part of Atlassian’s commitment to the pledge 1% initiative, a global
movement that aims to inspire companies to be a force for good. The firm not only
committing to this target but as founding members also using their influence to encourage
like minded companies to do the same.

% Pre- Community
Vs
Rank Company Tax Profit Investment Assured Standard Prev Yr
1 Atlassian

NA*

$13,364,430

No

No

Cause Areas

+38% Education

*Profits not available or losses incurred

Atlassian’s Contribution Over Time
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Other Companies of Interest
Company
Computershare

Contribution as a % of
pre-tax profit

Total Contribution

0.19%

$518,733

These companies published a figure but did not meet the GivingLarge inclusion requirements.

Utilities
%’s shown are of EBITDA (roll 3yr)
In keeping with previous years the Utilities sectors
biggest contributions came from AGL, Spark and
Origin. Spark Infrastructure contributing the most
by way of percentage of earnings with AGL
contributed the largest dollar amount. AGL also
showing best practice by reporting in line with key
standards and growing their investment by an
additional 21% versus last years figure. Their
increased figure also attributable to reported
improvements in how they accounted for
community contributions and efforts to further
align with the B4SI framework.

Biggest Movers
AGL Energy

Primary Causes
Environment, Education,
Community (General)

Reporting
100% GRI, 34% B4SI

%
Community
Vs
Rank Company Earnings Investment Assured Standard Prev Yr
1

2

3

Spark
Infrastruc. 0.24% $1,407,125

No

GRI

AGL
Energy

0.23%* $5,200,000

Yes

GRI &
B4SI

Origin
Energy

0.07% $1,360,000

No

GRI

Cause Areas

General community &
-17% environment
Education,
Environment, Social
+21% Welfare
Community safety,
inclusive communities,
NA environment

* Use of 4 year rolling due to incurred losses

Sector Summary

$

$8.0M

0.20%

$2.7M

Total Contribution

Of EBITDA

Mean Contribution
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Utilities
%’s shown are of EBITDA (roll 3yr)

Utility Contributions Over Time
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Looking across the sector it was pleasing to see a 33% increase in total funds given compared to
last year, the highest total we have seen so far for the sector. As mentioned this was clearly
driven by the growth we saw in AGL’s investment. Their contribution representing 65% of the
sectors total. Community investments from these companies supporting causes such as
education, local community support and the environment.

While companies in this sector lifted their giving versus
previous totals, the utilities sector have a considerable
opportunity to lift their percentage contribution of earnings
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Notable Findings
Biggest Movers
In 2021 we only saw 15 out of our top 50
companies increase their community
contribution. Of these, 10 significantly
increased their giving by more than 20%,
a remarkable increase that was firmly
behind the overall increase in our top 50
total compared to last year (up over
$42M). Biggest percentage movers
included companies like NAB, Woodside,
Macquarie and Rio Tinto who’s
combined increase in giving totalled
more than $63 million. The increase
from these companies underpinning the
growth we saw in our overall number.
Put another way, the growing
community investment in these
companies ensured the maintained (or
slightly increased) record breaking giving
we saw this year.

Biggest
Movers

% Increase
Vs 2020

Total $ Increase
Vs 2020

Charter Hall

+172%

+$1.6M

NAB

+74%

+$22.4M

Woodside

+51%

+$8.7M

Macquarie

+47%

+$16.6M

Atlassian

+38%

+$3.7M

Rio Tinto

+30%

+$15.7M

Cotton On

+27%

+$3.9M

TabCorp

+22%

+$1.6M

AGL Energy

+21%

+0.9M

Optus

+20%

+$2.8M

The growing community
investment in these companies
ensured the maintained record
breaking giving we saw this year.
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Notable Findings
Income Versus Community Contributions
As our dataset grows, we are continuing to observe important trends which help to
inform future philanthropic patterns, funding cycles and donor opportunities. Not
surprisingly, company earnings or previous year growth (all companies) has been an
important predictor of increased community contributions. Last years lower profit
numbers for these large companies (in some cases a reduction of up to 30%) left us
concerned about a possible drop in community investment this year, worrying that
companies would respond to lower profits and an ongoing pandemic by tightening their
purse strings to ensure healthier returns in 2021. Perhaps the most pleasing result of this
year's research was to see that this prediction didn’t play out. To see that companies held
tight to their community budgets despite lower revenues in 2020.
Despite this pleasing result, flourishing companies are certainly in a better position to
give to the community. A reasonable explanation of our 2021 growth of community
giving comes from the large increases in profits seen in the finance and materials sectors.
Sectors whose companies have been critical to the underlying increase in 2021 total. The
growing contribution of 4 companies in particular (NAB, Macquarie, Rio Tinto and BHP)
totalling $68 million.
If strong profits are a marker of increased philanthropy, then we hope that the relatively
strong returns in 2021 for corporate Australia correlates with increases in community
investment into next year.

Contributions Over Time Vs Earnings & Profit*
$180,000,000,000
$160,000,000,000
$140,000,000,000
$120,000,000,000
$100,000,000,000
$80,000,000,000
$60,000,000,000
$40,000,000,000
$20,000,000,000
$0

$1,400,000,000
$1,200,000,000
$1,000,000,000
$800,000,000
$600,000,000
$400,000,000
$200,000,000
$0
2018

2019
Profit

Earnings

2020

2021

Community Investment

*Contributions, Profits and Earnings calculated for 2021 GivingLarge 50 companies only.
Historical figures may therefore differ
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Notable Findings
Preferred Causes
The GivingLarge top 50
companies distributed millions of
dollars to hundreds of different
community organisations. The
majority of the included
companies clearly outlined their
community focus areas. More
than 100 primary cause or focus
areas were nominated in public
reports from these companies.
68% of the nominated cause
areas were within categories of
Health, Education and Social
Welfare & Public Welfare. For the
most part cause areas were
similar to previous years apart
from contributions towards the
environment which is slowly
increasing each year.

Safety &
Security, 12%

Culture, 1%

Education,
20%

Reconciliation,
6%

Funds Distributed
to these focus areas*

Environment,
13%

Social &
Public
Welfare, 28%

*Cause areas based on ACNC charity subtypes

Health, 20%
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In previous years, the GivingLarge report has included an overall top 50 graphic “on a page” sorting
companies by percentage contribution of either pre-tax profit or earnings. This year we have
chosen to move away from providing cross-sector percentage comparisons due to the number of
increasing variables within different types of businesses. Instead choosing to provide an overall
chart plotting total contributions. Aiming to reduce comparative limitations that stem from volatility
of profits and discrepancies in reporting across sectors.
Importantly, analysing companies by sector (within our sector summaries) is more reliable and acts
to ensure an aligned review of company contribution, eliminating cross-sector variables, reporting
discrepancies and allowing companies to benchmark their industry peers
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Notable Findings
High Revenue Private Companies
This year our researchers continued to take the opportunity to cast the net beyond our ASX analysis
to learn about the community giving of Australia’s high revenue private companies. An under
examined area, the results of which clearly align with our GivingLarge research and intent to
encourage further community contributions & reporting. To ensure the robustness of our dataset we
applied the same methodology when researching private organisations, specifically the requirement
for adherence to a standard, third party assurance or clear itemisation. Despite some sizeable
philanthropy that is evident from several private companies, with the non mandatory requirements
for private firms to report, let alone follow public disclosure protocols, there were only 4 companies
that ended up being included in our top 50. Their contributions are assessed in the relevant sector
snapshots (consumer and communications). Due to the non-reporting of profit figures for private
firms they are not ranked based on percentage of profit.

Cotton On, Optus, Lion Beverages and Who Gives A Crap all making our
list for the first time due to strong contributions and clear disclosure of
their giving over the last 12 months.
Outside of these 4 firms we were unable to uncover publicly disclosed data that met our criteria for
other private companies. Despite evident community contributions from many of these
organisations, we have not included them in this report instead using our partnership with AFR Boss,
as described on the next page, to highlight the considerable contributions from the private sector and
other corporate foundations. As described these organisations often reported a figure but did not
provide assurance, itemisation or a statement around adherence to a standard.

We continue to analyse and review community investment disclosure from
private companies and corporate aligned foundations
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Collaboration with AFR Boss Magazine
With increasing interest in the community investment of our top companies, Strive Philanthropy
is pleased to partner with the Australian Financial Review and John Mcleod from JBWere to
publish the annual Top Corporate Givers List published in the AFR Boss each year. GivingLarge
data is used as a reliable source for the list and related feature coverage. The methods used to
develop the final AFR list differ slightly to those used in our GivingLarge research, providing us an
opportunity to include private companies and corporate aligned foundations that are willing to
provide their community data for the news feature. If numbers aren’t available, these additional
companies are approached and offered an opportunity to provide their figures. The result is a
marginally different list of top companies that provides a broader cross section of private and
public firms. Some additional caution should be applied to interpretation of the AFR Boss list
with several included organisations who may not have undertaken the same due diligence on
their community contributions as we require for our GivingLarge report, specifically around
standardisation and assurance of their provided community data.

Rank Company
Investment
1
BHP Group
$234.1
2
Coles Group
$124.0
3
CSL
$74.3
4
Rio Tinto
$68.1
5
Commonwealth Bank
$59.9
6
Westpac Group
$53.9
7
National Australia Bank
$52.6
8
Macquarie Group
$51.7
9
Newcrest Mining
$49.5
10 Fortescue Metals Group
$42.7
11 Woolworths Group
$37.0
12 ANZ Banking Group
$33.6
13 South32
$29.8
14 Telstra Group
$28.7
15 Woodside Energy
$25.7
16 Wesfarmers
$24.7
17 Deloitte Australia
$20.9
18 Oil Search
$20.8
19 Cotton On Foundation
$18.4
20 KPMG Australia
$17.5
21 Santos
$17.0
22 Optus
$16.8
23 EY Australia
$16.0
24 PwC Australia
$14.5

% of profit*
0.71%
8.58%
1.87%
0.31%
0.48%
0.63%
0.58%
1.33%
2.22%
0.22%
1.67%
0.38%
53.00%
1.18%
1.07%
0.73%
na
68.02%
na
na
3.07%
na
na
na

*Percentage of pre-tax profit is for a single year

Cause Areas
Human capability, social inclusion, environment, education, indigenous
Food rescue, health, education, disaster relief, social welfare
Patient communities, medical research & education, emergency relief
Health, education, environmental protection, housing
Social & financial wellbeing, indigenous support, education, health,
Financial inclusion, climate change, equal rights, housing, social ent.
Indigenous, disaster recovery, social welfare, community sport
Crisis relief, social justice, NFP capacity build, community sport
Community infrastructure, economic development, health, education
Health, education & development, environment, arts & culture
Food rescue, health, economic development, emergency relief
Financial wellbeing, housing & environmental sustainability
Education, economic opportunity, health & social wellbeing
Digital inclusion, climate change, disadvantaged communities
Education, environment, social & public welfare, health
Medical research & social wellbeing, education, arts
Climate, first nations, resilient communities, diverse & inclusive culture
Gender equity, health, education, social & public welfare
Health, education, social & public welfare, human rights
Indigenous Australia, climate action, mental health, lifelong learning
Regional community, health, education, indigenous, environment
Education, employment, digital connection & access
Youth education, environment, mental health, indigenous, social impact
Homelessness, indigenous

Rank Company
25 IAG
26 Atlassian
27 Hearts & Minds
28 Future Generation
29 Thankyou Group
30 Crown Resorts Foundtn
31 Tabcorp
32 Suncorp Group
33 Star Entertainment Gp
34 GPT Group
35 Brambles
36 Colonial Foundation
37 AMP
38 QBE Insurance Group
39 Mirvac
40 Springfield City Group
41 Goodman Group
42 Sargents Pies Foundatn
43 OceanaGold
44 Sonic Healthcare
45 AGL Energy
46 Stockland Corporation
47 Northern Star
48 Lion
49 Medibank Private
50 Petbarn Foundation

Investment
$13.4
$13.4
$12.6
$11.7
$10.0
$9.9
$9.0
$9.0
$7.8
$7.8
$7.4
$7.4
$7.3
$7.2
$7.0
$6.5
$6.3
$6.0
$5.9
$5.4
$5.2
$4.2
$4.0
$3.7
$3.6
$3.5

% of profit*
na
na
7.98%
27.34%
na
na
1.86%
0.60%
9.77%
na
0.70%
na
14.36%
na
0.75%
na
0.26%
na
na
0.30%
0.71%
0.39%
0.25%
na
0.58%
na

Cause Areas
Community safety, climate & disaster resilience
Education
Medical research
Mental health, children & youth at risk
Extreme poverty
Indigenous education, arts, culture, social welfare & medical research
Emergency relief, health, community sport
Emergency relief and financial, social & natural hazard resilience
Emergency relief, community general and sport & culture
Health & wellbeing, inclusivity, employment & skilling
Food Security, Food Waste, environment, education
Healthy ageing, youth opportunity, rural & regional vitality
Financial wellbeing, education, employment, NFP capacity building
Health, climate action, poverty, vulnerable communities, emergency
Community infrastructure, social enterprise, health, disaster recovery
Health & medical research
Local community, emergency relief
Health, poverty, food rescue
Education, training & employment, community health
Health, community
Education, environment, social welfare
Health & wellbeing, education, community connection
Health, community, indigenous, education, environment
Environment, health, social & public welfare, education
Health & medical research, loneliness
Animal welfare

The AFR list includes 16 additional companies that are not part of our GivingLarge 50. These organisation
disclosed significant contributions to the community but did not provide assurance details, disclose
adherence to a global standard or clearly itemise their giving so were not included in our GivingLarge 50.

*Percentage of pre-tax profit is for a single year

Adequate Disclosure and Robust Research:
A vital step towards a best practice environment.
While it’s the total dollar figure that usually hits the headlines it is often the lesser known
insights that can be the most compelling. The considerable disparity in giving across our group
for instance uncovering an amazing opportunity for our top companies.
A disparity that is evident even within our top 50. Some of our biggest givers at the top of the
table investing well over 2% of pre-tax profit, contrasting lower percentage givers contributing
as little as 0.1%. This insight clearly visible in the top 50 group but also within specific sectors
like finance and consumer where a similar difference of more than 1.5% was uncovered within
like minded companies.
The large difference even between our top 50 companies clearly highlights a tide rising
opportunity for us. One that would not be evident if it wasn’t for adequate disclosure from our
top organisations. This finding as well as many others discovered in this space making a strong
case for companies to highlight their contribution not only to satisfy their own stakeholders
(incl. community) but also to reveal information that may provide peer to peer value to other
firms. A step towards creating a best practice environment that would will drive improvements
in community investment and impact.
A quick back of the envelope calculation* provides a compelling assessment for us to continue
to encourage public disclosure to reveal these kinds of findings: While our GivingLarge 50
companies contributed an average 0.92% of pre-tax profit in 2021 our best firms gave in
excess of 2%. This disparity across similar companies representing a remarkable opportunity
for us to attempt to bridge this gap and drive needed funds to the community. Lifting our
average giving up towards 2% could unlock up to $1.2 billion dollars (to a total of $2.3b) just
within these 50 companies.
Range of percentage contributions across GivingLarge 50
Average
0.9%

Lowest
0.1%

--$500M Opportunity--

Highest
>2%

--$1.3B Opportunity-A $1.3 billion opportunity in just these 50 companies

* Based on analysis of 25 GivingLarge companies where profit was chosen as their primary income measure.

Reporting
Reporting Standard

Did Companies report to
a Standard?

With our evolving methodology the
60%
companies included in our analysis this year
40%
pleasingly met more stringent reporting
criteria. 88% of companies in our list
20%
adopted either the GRI standards or B4SI
framework to report on their community
0%
investment. GRI was the pre-dominant
16
28
2
4*
standard disclosed however pleasingly a
growing number of companies used the
GRI & B4SI
GRI
B4SI
None
B4SI reporting framework and gained
*The 4 companies that did not disclose adherence to a
verification on their figures. Notably 32% of
standard were only included if they had provided third
companies reported using both the GRI
party assurance or clear itemisation
standards and B4SI framework (members).
A significant lift from last years 18%.
Moving us from 1 in 5 to 1 in 3 companies
$7,000,000
1.20%
that are showing best practice and aligning
$6,000,000
to both standards. The 8% (previous 12%)
1.00%
of companies that did not disclose
$5,000,000
0.80%
adherence to GRI or B4SI were only
$4,000,000
included if they had provided third party
0.60%
assurance or clear itemisation. These 4
$3,000,000
companies were then analysed in the same
0.40%
$2,000,000
manner and subjective alignment to the
above standards was sought. A number of
0.20%
$1,000,000
companies reported a 2021 community
contribution figure but didn’t meet our
$0.00%
inclusion criteria so were not included in
2016 2017 2018
our primary list. A total of 17 companies fell
(joined
into this category. These companies are
LBG)
shown in the sector overviews under,
Disclosure Example: Coca Cola Amatil joined B4SI in 2017
“Other Companies of Interest” tables.
Continued use of a reporting standard should be highly encouraged to ensure aligned & meaningful
disclosure. GRI adherence is becoming a cost of entry with most companies either adhering to these
standards or intending to in upcoming years. Membership with B4SI should certainly be considered
for all companies of this size. B4SI members in this cohort showed markedly higher quality reporting
and often higher overall contributions to the community. The Coca Cola Amatil example above
acutely demonstrating the impact of membership. Coca Cola Amatil joining the group in 2017. The
2017 increase likely a result of the thorough process and methods taken by Corporate Citizenship to
discover, benchmark and formalise a company’s community investment reporting.
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Reporting
Itemisation
While the total cost of a community activity may well be
made up of one, or a combination of different types of
contributions, meaningful breakdown or itemisation of
contributions from assessed companies in 2021 was yet
again mixed. In many cases, companies reported the
main elements of their contribution, such as their total
cash figure or volunteer time, but didn’t break down into
other categories. 62% of companies published clear
itemisation of their community investment (most often
aligned with B4SI categories), 6% partial itemisation and
32% very little to no itemisation.
While these numbers show an improvement from
previous years increased efforts to simply breakdown a
company’s community giving would bring meaningful
value to many stakeholders including the corporates
themselves. Clear itemisation will ensure engagement
with the right community stakeholders and can create an
opportunity to optimise impact and attract sought after
attention from investors and customers with shared
community interests.

Itemisation
Partial, 6%

No, 32%

Yes, 62%

“Clear itemisation can
help to attract sought
after attention from like
minded community
partners, customers
and even Investors”

Third Party Assurance
While the majority of companies in our sample gained
third party assurance for their sustainability or impact
reports, only 62% of our cohort specifically assured their
published community investment figures. The majority of
companies engaged limited assurance, usually with a
focus on assuring the environmental aspects of their
report.
This is certainly an area of interest and a potential area
for improvement. For companies to make reliable claims
about their community impact and levels of philanthropy,
third party assurance on their community investment
data should be engaged.

Third Party Assurance

No, 38%
Yes, 62%
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Discussion & Future Thinking
The corporate investment to the community during 2020 and 2021 has been promising. In
addition to the significant contribution seen in the numbers it is clear that there is also a
considerable ground swell of interest in social impact and community contribution. Our
business community now have a remarkable opportunity to continue with the momentum that
has been brought about through these times. Ensuring consistent contributions into 2022 and
beyond will be critical as the same community organisations continue to need these resources.
For the final section of this report we’ve focussed in on summarising the key points that have
driven the considerable corporate response over the last 2 years and the remarkable
opportunities that exist for corporates and our community into the future.

Giving Through Good Times and Bad. Last years lower profit numbers for many of
our top companies left us concerned about a possible drop in community investment this year,
worrying that companies would respond to lower profits and an ongoing pandemic by
tightening their purse strings to ensure their own healthier returns in 2021. Perhaps the most
pleasing result of this year's research was to see that this prediction didn’t play out. To see that
companies held tight to their community budgets despite these factors. This suggests and
encouraging trend in corporate philanthropy. A firm embedding of the importance of
community contribution even when the going gets tough. Not only does this reassure our
community sector around sustainable funds in hard times but also sets a pleasing trend for the
broader business sector to not back away from community responsibilities during challenging
times.
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Discussion & Future Thinking
Small number of companies giving large contributions: The planets
pleasingly aligned for the community this year with increasing profits for the business sectors that
our largest contributors sit within. Contributions (and growth) from companies pre-dominantly
within the Materials and Finance sectors driving the continued record breaking total we saw this
year. These two sectors as well as the Consumer sector responsible for 80% of our total figure.
While this led to a positive outcome this year we need to prepare for times when profitability for
these sectors is down. Financial impacts to these industries could greatly reduce the available
funds for the community. This insight also leaves us with questions around whether we are at risk
of a possible squeeze on our largest corporate donors. With a small number of firms giving the
most to the community and data that suggests that flourishing sectors are more capable of
growing their contributions we are inopportunely left with a delicate reliance on a small number
of corporates to support some pressing community needs. Companies and community alike
should be looking to consider this insight, looking to secure longer term community partnerships
and developing plans for alternative financial scenarios.

Companies adjust their contributions: When external environments change,
organisations have to adapt to ensure survival. The same is true for an organisations community
plan and their contributions. When conditions change, the plan needs to change. Fascinatingly the
challenges of COVID-19 has seen the need for companies to pivot and look at the resources they
have available during these unique time. In 2021 as a result of ongoing COVID-19 lockdowns we
saw in person volunteering drop considerably while donations of product and cash increased. This
organisational agility is an encouraging response to a difficult situation. Companies asking what
resources can we contribute during these times? Fundraisers should look to learn from this and
ask what resources do these corporate have available at this time.
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Discussion & Future Thinking
A new frontier of corporate philanthropy: Could it be that in that future
companies won’t be as likely to be successful without an integrated promise of social good?
In 2021 we continued to witness an exciting emergence of innovative, young companies
weaving social impact into their DNA and giving away a substantial portion of their profits to
the community. In this appealing turn of events, social good is no longer second in
importance to these companies. Meaningful social commitments are effectively sitting in
tandem with financial goals. If we’re lucky these latest examples may just spark a change of
tack from our largest corporates in this high-level integration between business and
philanthropy. In the process, hopefully affirming the value that social investment can bring to
established corporates & satisfying a ground swell of conscious consumers, purposeengaged employees & even impact minded shareholders demanding a social return on their
investment.

Disclosure is increasing & is a vital step towards growing the
corporate philanthropy pie: Notably, a corporates clear and detailed transparency
(even well before any transfer of funds) already provides a valuable community service itself.
It enables increased efficiency for fundraising efforts and partnership approaches for
charities and not for profits. It reduces wasted time and resources for the charity in
approaching unsuitable partners and provides important detail to help our “for-purpose”
sector tailor their fundraising approach. Equally, clear disclosure triggers an information
sharing environment for companies to understand how well they (and their peers) are
contributing to the community. If these emerging business trends really do result in
improved reputation, competitive differentiation and financial returns then companies need
to ask themselves how they compare? What are other ASX companies doing? What are
companies doing internationally? Are we making an impact and aligning with our
stakeholders? Continued best practice disclosure has the opportunity to create a new social
norm. A norm taking us one step closer to an accepted best practice environment amongst
companies. One that celebrates stand out achievements and that embraces opportunities to
share corporate learnings for community benefit.

Additional research is required. The statistics here are robust and useful but
there is much more to uncover. With estimates suggesting that around 1 in 4 charities in
Australia depend on giving for 50% or more of their total income, and that approximately
$10.5 billion makes its way to charities from donations and bequests (per year), the
contribution from just these 50 firms is significant and reminds us of the critical role our big
companies have in supporting the community. Given the significance, further studies should
be conducted to learn more about this large funds transfer to the Australian community and
bring a greater understanding of best practice corporate philanthropy.
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Appendix
$234m

BHP

Millions

CCI FY21

$124m

Coles Gp

$80.00
CSL
Rio Tinto

$70.00

CBA

$60.00
Westpac
Macquarie

NAB

Newcrest

$50.00

$40.00

Woolworths
ANZ
Telstra

$30.00

South32
Wesfarmers

Woodside

Oil Search
CottonOn

$20.00

Optus
IAG

Atlassian

$10.00
Who gives a crap
Charter Hall

$0.00

0

TabCorp

Suncorp
Brambles OceanaGold
AMP
Mirvac
Star ent.
QBE
Goodman Gp GPT Group
AGL
Fortescue
Medibank Lion Bev
Stockland
Oz Minerals Orica Seven Gp
Coca Cola Transurban
Ampol
Nib
Scentre
Toyota Sydney Airp.
Origin
Spark
Vicinity Ctrs

1
No disclosed
standard
Or assurance

GRI or B4SI standards, Third Party Assurance

2
Disclosed a
standard OR
assurance

3
Disclosed
standard &
assurance

4
Disclosed 2
standards &
assurance
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Appendix
Total Contributions against Percentage of Pre-Tax Profit
$140,000,000

9.00%
8.00%
7.00%
6.00%
5.00%
4.00%
3.00%
2.00%
1.00%
0.00%

$120,000,000
$100,000,000
$80,000,000
$60,000,000
$40,000,000
$20,000,000

Community Investment

Mirvac

Charter Hall

Stockland

GPT Group

Scentre

Goodman Group

CSL

Toyota

Coca Cola

Star entertainment

Coles

TabCorp

Wesfarmers

Woolworths

Nib

Telstra

IAG

Medibank

Suncorp

QBE Insurance

Macquarie

ANZ

NAB

CBA

Westpac

$-

Percernage of pre-tax profit
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